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Executive Summary

The purpose of the webinar series was to provide information and individual engagement for a
better understanding among the faculty and administration regarding prior learning assessment
in attracting and retaining the adult learner. Seven webinars were provided to administration,
deans, associate deans, faculty, and professional staff to provide general information about PLA,
key areas to consider for implementing and expanding PLA, advising students, assessing
learning, and integrating PLA credits into the curriculum. Questions and discussions were
encouraged during each webinar and follow-up surveys were used to gather information on
participants’ understanding of and comfort level with PLA and areas for further discussions.
Additional meetings with key leaders from the Division of Lifelong Learning, the Registrar, and
the Office of Student Records provided insight into current policies and practices and input into
the webinars.

From the discussions and survey results recommendations are made in four major areas (see
Part III Final Recommendations (pp. 9-18) for full details):

● Policy – Most participants were unaware of the University’s policy on PLA. In addition,
the policy needs to be reconsidered to ensure greater equity for all PLA students.

● Infrastructure – There lacks clarity of the infrastructure that is in place. Many
participants did not know where to send students for more information or the roles and
responsibilities of departments regarding PLA.

o Decisions need to be made to determine the overall structure and oversight of
PLA. Participants discussed whether there should be a university-wide PLA office;
if management and responsibilities should remain distributed across the Office of
Student Records, Division of Lifelong Learning, and academic departments; or if
there should be a hybrid model combining current practices with an oversight
office. Bringing clarity to the structural model will help to clarify procedures and
practices to all constituents, including students.

o Further exploration is needed for the business model to ensure equitable fee
structures and to align the fee structure to policy and procedures.

o Some participants questioned if the PLA portfolio process should be outsourced
to an external institution, handled internally but through a PLA office, or remain
at the academic department level. As with the overall structure of administering
PLA opportunities, the PLA portfolio oversight needs clarification. In addition,
processes on how portfolios are developed and assessed need to be determined
so that practices are equitable across the university.

o Some institutions provide a PLA course to support students through the portfolio
process; the university needs to determine if it will offer courses, workshops or
other mechanisms to help students learn about how to identify and document
college-level learning.

o Ongoing professional development is crucial across all stakeholders to ensure the
quality, integrity, and equity of PLA opportunities.

● Student PLA Lifecycle – To take advantage of PLA opportunities, students need to know
about PLA opportunities and be supported throughout the process.
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o Clarifying roles and responsibilities with faculty and staff for informing, advising,
and supporting students are needed. Many stories emphasized that students are
shuffled around because faculty and staff are unsure about the overall PLA
structure, expectations, and opportunities for students.

o Current information on the website is inconsistent with policy, is hard to find, and
lacks overall information to inform students about PLA and opportunities.
Website and other informational materials need to be more transparent and
inform students about processes and how to learn more.

o Advising students on PLA opportunities needs to be consistent across the
university.

o Clarity is needed on the ways in which the resulting PLA credits can be used in
the academic programs. Currently, most statements on PLA say that it is up to the
academic department, which leads to inequitable practices. There are also no
quality standards in place, which means that there can be integrity variability
across departments.

● Evaluation – PLA policy, processes, and practices need to have ongoing evaluation to
determine effectiveness and implement procedures on a regular basis.

The entire report below provides more information across relevant UMaine PLA areas, and
recommendations for improvements and development of a more student centered process.
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Part I: Background

Prior learning assessment (PLA) is the process many institutions of higher education use to
evaluate college-level knowledge and skills that have been gained outside of the traditional
classroom. The sources of learning can occur through employment, military training and
occupations, civic activities, volunteer service, self-study, and life experiences. Prior learning
assessment can provide students with opportunities to be recognized for knowledge and skills
they have already acquired, while reducing costs and time to completion.

Prior learning assessment practices emerged as early as the 1930’s with examinations created
by the College Entrance Examination Board to assess college-level learning. They furthered their
practices with the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) in 1967 and later with the
Advanced Placement (AP) examination. In response to military personnel returning from World
War II, the American Council on Education (ACE) began in 1942 evaluating military training and
occupations for college credit to increase access to higher education for veterans. This long,
established history evolved further when institutions first began in the 1970s to include
individualized portfolio assessment to capture college-level learning not assessed by
examinations or military experiences.

Over the last decade or so, through major federal and foundational grant initiatives (e.g., Trade
Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training, Lumina Foundation), many
institutions were supported to implement PLA opportunities to increase access to, persistence
in, and completion of postsecondary credentials for adult learners. During the Obama
administration, the U.S. Department of Education published a report on best strategies for adult
learners and PLA was named as a significant strategy for access to and completion of
postsecondary education. During this same period, the first large U.S.-based research study was
released on learner outcomes for participating in PLA.

Many studies have been conducted over the years on the impact of PLA participation for
students that show consistent results – PLA has the potential to improve completion rates
significantly, lower the cost of credentials, and decrease the time to completion. Research has
demonstrated that PLA benefits all students, especially students from underrepresented groups,
lower socioeconomic status, and from military backgrounds. The two most significant PLA
studies (Klein-Collins, 2010; Klein-Collins, et al, 2020) on adult learner (age 25 and older)
outcomes was first conducted by the Council on Adult and Experiential Learning (CAEL) and
then again in conjunction with the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
(WICHE). Both studies (n= 62,475 students (48 institutions) and 232,752 students (69
institutions), respectively) explored differences in learner outcomes (e.g., persistence,
completion) between those who did and did not participate in PLA opportunities. Consistently,
both studies showed that students who engage in PLA opportunities have higher levels of
persistence and completion, take more credits at the institution, and complete faster and at less
cost than their non-PLA counterparts.
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In the latest study by CAEL and WICHE, PLA participating learners had a higher completion rate
of a credential by 17%. The use of PLA was more impactful when broken out by race. Latinx and
African American students had a 24% and 14% increase, respectively. When the adult student
uses only non-military sources of PLA credit the credential completion increases to 30% for all
students, 32% Latinx, and 28% for African American students.

PLA can have a significant impact on completion rates for active military and veteran students.
In the CAEL/WICHE study, 43% of this population used PLA mostly through American Council on
Education (ACE) credit recommendations on military learning and earned a higher number of
credits than other types of PLA students. Many public officials have urged colleges and
universities to support military/veteran students by accepting these credits. By early 2012, both
Indiana and Minnesota had laws requiring public institutions to accept military credits
(Sherman, Klein-Collins & Palmer, 2012), and by 2018, over 30 states had adopted similar
policies (Education Commission of the States).

With improved completion rates and lessened time and money spent on formal study, PLA has
the potential to address some of the financial and educational needs of adult and
underrepresented learners. The CAEL/WICHE study indicated that PLA students took on average
17 more credits at the institution than their non-PLA counterparts, increasing the chances that
an institution could recoup associated PLA costs through tuition revenues. The study also
showed that PLA can accelerate degree completion by 14 months for a bachelor’s degree.

Increasing the rates of completion and decreasing costs of a degree is significant for
underrepresented and socioeconomically disadvantaged students. Credentials (the “seals of
learning” that make learning recognizable, transferrable, and usable) are essential to gain and
sustain employment. People need verification and recognition of what they know and can do.
Of those students with a college degree (associate, bachelor’s, master’s or doctorate), 72% are
white, while only 10% are African American and 9% are Latinx, indicating a significant equity
issue with degree completion.

Within race/ethnic group degree completion comparisons (Travers, et al., 2020) showed greater
differences between students of color compared to white students for those with and without
degrees. For students with some college but no degree, African American students have the
largest gap in degree attainment (19%) and carry the highest student debt load (Hanson, 2020).
The within group comparisons data also indicated that Latinx adults have the highest number of
individuals with an education at the high school level or less with no college attempted (60%);
African American adults were at the next highest level (45%). White adults in the same category
are at 33%, which means that only one in three white adults have not attempted or completed
college, which is almost opposite to Latinx adults.

Even before the pandemic, too many students were unable to complete degrees for work,
family, and personal reasons and their learning (knowledge and accomplishments) has gone
unrecognized and undocumented. According to the National Student Clearing House (2019), 36
million adults in this country have some college and no degree. That means, of the 117 million
adults with no college degree, almost 1/3 have attempted college but do not have a credential
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to show for what they have accomplished. Adults with no degree have acquired learning
through work and experiences, some of which can be assessed at a college or university level.
Learning is continuous but is recognized only when documented.

Degree attainment is complicated by the rising student loan debt, particularly among students
of color. This raises the stakes for successful PLA mechanisms by recognizing the necessity of
alternative pathways that provide access, improve retention, and lower costs for all students.
Students of color tend to have higher rates of borrowing than white counterparts (Leaker and
Boyce, 2015). The net balance of the cost of attending college minus the amount of aid, loans,
and family contribution is about 25% of income for middle-income families (Goldrick-Rab &
Kendall, 2014). It is more than twice that for low-income families. This pushes the student to
borrow private student loans with higher interest rates. Engaging in PLA could significantly
reduce the debt burden for students of color and from lower socioeconomic status.

Increasingly, PLA has become a normal practice across higher education at all levels
(undergraduate and graduate). Research indicates benefits of PLA, but learners’ stories are the
most compelling. PLA gives students the opportunity to be recognized for what they know and
can do, and have that recognition translated into credits toward a credential. This opportunity
can make all the difference to a student who had to work or had other experiences that led to
knowledge, but is not recognized through credentials. Without PLA, students would have to
repeat learning they had already developed, wasting time and money. Prior learning assessment
is about approaching students from a strength-based perspective; students are recognized for
what they know, not what they are missing. Furthermore, PLA recognition is strongly correlated
to diversity, equity and inclusion, which is part of the University of Maine’s core mission. The
adult learner represents this population.

Part II: Professional Development Webinars and Surveys

The University of Maine, through Barbara Howard’s, Director of Bachelor of University Studies,
leadership acquired an Adult Learner Grant  from the University of Maine System to explore its
practices in prior learning assessment (PLA) and provide professional development to key
stakeholders (University leadership, academic deans/associate deans, faculty, and key
professional staff). The overarching outcome of this project was to provide information and
individual engagement for a better understanding among the faculty and administration
regarding prior learning assessment in attracting and retaining the adult learner. The Center for
Leadership in Credentialing Learning at SUNY Empire State College, under the leadership of Dr.
Nan Travers, was engaged to provide professional development and discussions about PLA at
the University of Maine to increase awareness and value of PLA with key leaders, faculty and
staff and address questions and concerns on expanding PLA opportunities for students at the
University.

Originally, professional development was to take place through an in-person conference at the
University, with the overarching outcome to provide information and individual engagement for
a better understanding across faculty and administration regarding prior learning assessment.
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Due to COVID-19, professional development took place through a series of seven webinars
presented to senior leadership, academic leadership (deans, associate deans), faculty, and
professional staff between January and June, 2021 (See Table 1). The webinar series allowed for
more information to be shared about different aspects of PLA and to collect feedback along the
way, which was used to adapt subsequent presentations and address questions.

In addition to the webinar series, the consultants met with key prior learning assessment
leaders from the University to discuss each webinar and next steps, as well as to learn more
about current policy, practices, and goals for PLA at the University and System. An additional
meeting took place with the Office of Student Records to discuss current policy and practices
and needed updates.

Feedback surveys were administered to webinar attendees after each session to better
understand the awareness and value of, beliefs around, and previous experiences with prior
learning assessment and to obtain feedback on the presentations. Initial questions were
administered during the overview webinars to obtain a baseline on perceptions of and attitudes
toward PLA with a follow-up survey to capture additional responses. At the end of the series, a
final survey was administered, which collected from participants their perspectives on
institutional priorities   and next steps.

Table 1: PLA Webinar Series
Date Title Attended

29-Jan Senior Leadership PLA Presentation 14

17-Mar Prior Learning Assessment Overview 36

31-Mar Prior Learning Assessment Overview 20

14-Apr Key Decision Points for PLA Implementation 29

28-Apr Portfolio Development, Assessing Learning, and Academic Integration 33

19-May Advising and Working with PLA Students & Next Steps 24

9-Jun Examining Your Courses for PLA Options 9

The initial questions asked of the participants focused on perceptions around PLA and its
implementation across the University. Overall, participants were aware and supportive of PLA,
but needed more information on how PLA could scale across the University and be used as an
enrollment and retention strategy. Table 2 summarizes the responses (combined across
audiences) on specific questions addressing implementation of PLA across the University in
three areas: other offices involved with PLA and professional development, academic
departments, and students. Although the majority of the responses agreed or somewhat agreed
that other offices needed to know more about and support PLA (100%, and 93%, respectively),
that there should be a University-wide PLA office (77%), and more professional develop is
needed across the University (86%), the opened ended comments and discussions within the
webinars indicated that further discussion is needed with regards to the overall PLA model at
the University (see Final Recommendations. p. 9).
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Participants differed in opinion regarding PLA appropriateness in all academic departments;
43% agreed that PLA was appropriate for all departments, while 36% indicated somewhat
agreed and 21% disagreed. Consistency of PLA practices across departments was another area
that had a wider response rate across respondents (50% agreed, 36% somewhat agreed, and
14% disagreed). Consistency may have different meanings to participants and needs further
discussion in terms of when and which practices need to be consistent across departments and
when and what type of variability is acceptable. Caution needs to be taken to ensure
inequitable practices are not employed because departments do things differently.

Most participants disagreed (57%) that PLA credits should be only a course match (in other
words that the credits did not have to match existing courses), while 43% somewhat agreed that
there should be a course match. No participant totally agreed that PLA needed to be set up with
only course matching, but this is another area that needs further discussion.

Table 2: Initial Perspectives on PLA Implementation (n=14 who completed the survey)
Question Agree Somewhat Agree Disagree
Offices involved in PLA & Professional Development
Offices such as enrollment management, admissions,
registrar’s office should be able to explain about PLA
opportunities to students.

86% 14% 0%

Academic learning centers should help students prepare
for CLEP and other exams for credit.

36% 57% 7%

There should be a PLA office to handle all students who
engage in PLA opportunities.

46% 31% 23%

Professional development on PLA is essential across all
areas of the University.

43% 43% 14%

Academic Departments
PLA practices are appropriate for all departments. 43% 36% 21%
There should be a consistent way that PLA credits are
accepted across ALL departments.

50% 36% 14%

Credits should only be awarded for learning that matches
a course exactly.

0% 43% 57%

Students
PLA opportunities should be available to all students,
regardless of age or background.

57% 36% 7%

PLA opportunities should be available to students
throughout their time at the University.

64% 29% 7%

Overall, participants agreed or somewhat agreed that PLA should be available to all students
(57% and 36%, respectively) and throughout their tenure at the college (64% and 29%,
respectively). The open-ended comments indicated that participants were not sure to whom
students should speak to learn more about PLA. Participants also indicated that although they
would consider different types of PLA options for students, overall they did not feel comfortable
advising students in these areas (see Table 3). In the final survey, most respondents indicated
that they did feel comfortable advising students on advanced placement exams (71%), while the
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comfort level for other types of PLA were much lower (range 35% - 18%). These numbers were
slightly lower in interpreting the results to students and even lower for aligning the credits to
the curriculum. These are areas in which faculty need focused professional development.

Table 3: Comfort Level Advising Students in PLA Areas (n=19 who completed the survey)
Which of the following PLA
opportunities do you feel
comfortable explaining to
students?

Which of the following PLA
opportunities do you feel
comfortable interpreting the
results of to students?

Which of the
following PLA credits
results do you feel
comfortable aligning
to the curriculum?

CLEP Exams 32% 26% 11%
AP Exams 63% 58% 37%
DSST Exams 11% 11% 11%
Military Credits 21% 21% 11%
Training, Licenses,
Certifications

16% 11% 5%

PLA Portfolio 32% 26% 21%
Challenge Exams 21% 11% 5%

Participants indicated that the professional development webinars were generally very useful
(29%) and somewhat useful (71%) after the initial sessions. Follow-up surveys provided
opportunities to indicate areas where participants wanted more information and subsequent
webinars were adapted to meet their needs. For example, the top areas requested were models
of how PLA could be structured, advising students, assessing prior learning, and course and
curricular integration. Each of these areas were addressed in following webinars. The final
survey results indicated that 58% agreed that they had a better understanding of PLA and 32%
somewhat agreed, while 5% (one person) felt they didn’t have a better understanding of PLA.
Table 4 summarizes additional professional development areas requested on the final survey.

Table 4: Additional Professional Development Areas Requested on the Final Survey (n=19)
Topic area Percent
More widespread presentations and conversations 11%
More in-depth information on portfolio assessments 21%
More on policies, procedures, and practices University-wide 21%
Advising prospective and admitted students 5%
National certification and licensures for credit 5%
Departmental challenge exams 5%

All the collected information, in conjunction from the discussion that took place in the webinars
and feedback from the surveys, was used to shape the Recommendations section.
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Part III: Final Recommendations

Recommendations regarding prior learning assessment for the University of Maine fall within
the categories of policy, infrastructure, student PLA lifecycle, academic integration, and program
evaluation.

Policy
Overall Recommendation 1: The University of Maine needs to clarify its PLA policy.
This policy should align with the UMS policy recommendations. The policy needs to be
published on the web for full disclosure and transparency (see NECHE Standards 9.11,
9.12, 9.16, 9.23).

Through the discussions in the webinars and in meetings, a lack of understanding regarding the
PLA policy became evident.  Most Academic Affairs administrators did not know it existed. For
those who did know there is policy, very few knew where to find it. There is also confusion
about what the policy says and how to interpret it.

The policy is difficult to find. Some information about standardized exam requirements (e.g.,
CLEP, AP) is posted on the website under the admissions page for the university catalog, but the
listing is buried in a long list of other information, is not clear, and does not link to policy. Also
within the web version of the catalog, there is now a page for prior learning assessment (this is
a new addition since June 2021) that provides links to more information on 1) Awarding of
Military Credit, 2) College Level Examination Program (CLEP), and 3) Portfolio Review, but again
does not link to a policy.

The first result from a search on the University of Maine’s website for prior learning assessment
gives a link to the Division of Lifelong Learning (DLL) Advising Center website on PLA. The
distinction between this page and the catalog page on PLA is not clear, and again, there is no
link to policy. The second and third results from a search on the University’s website takes the
viewer to a page on the University of Maine System website on revised recommendations and
next steps for the System as a whole regarding prior learning assessment. The fourth result links
to the University’s Faculty Senate page for a December 10, 2014 motion on prior learning
assessment. This last page is the closest to a University policy on PLA that can be found. This
process of accessing information is neither student centric or user friendly.

The University of Maine System convened a Prior Learning Assessment Taskforce that published
“Revised Recommendations and Next Steps for Prior Learning Assessment in the University of
Maine System” on June 28, 2013. The purpose of this report was to clarify a unified policy for
prior learning assessment across the System, focusing on five areas: transfer of PLA credits,
credential review, military credit, academic portfolio assessment, and standardized tests. This
recommendation was agreed upon by the campuses within the System, including the University
of Maine through the Provost’s office. The University of Maine’s Faculty Senate amended this
recommendation document (12/1/14 motion indicated above) to create what is considered
now policy for the University.
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The Prior Learning Assessment Motion by the Faculty Senate is not an official policy. It is a
recommendation in response to the System’s recommendation report. The University of Maine
needs to clarify its policy and make it easily discoverable and transparent to all its constituents.
There also needs to be clear communication about the policy University wide. Transfer of PLA
credits from other institutions within and outside of the System needs to be clarified in the
policy.

When reconsidering the PLA policy, the first need is to be clear as to why the University of
Maine offers PLA opportunities to its students. The purpose needs to be transparent and well
understood by all constituents. The purpose also governs policy and guides procedures and
practices across the University.

The number of credits allowable for PLA needs to be justified. Right now, the Faculty Senate
motion and the practice in place allows for 15 credits for each type of PLA. The justification for
this number is not clear and why a student couldn’t have 21 credits in one type, but could have
up to 30 credits if using two types doesn’t make sense. Right now, the maximum number of
credits that can be accepted is 60 credits, but is limited to 15 credits of any one type. This
means that one student could be privileged over another based on the type of learning source
and/or assessment type. For example, a student who has extensive supervisory and
management experiences and conducts training for a company may only be awarded 15 credits
when their learning could be assessed at even more credits. Another student could have taken
some CLEP exams, served in the military, and is assessed through a portfolio and obtain up to 45
credits. These two students could have equivalent learning, but one is advantaged over the
other because of how they are assessed. The recommendation is to keep the 60-credit
maximum limit, but remove the limit based on the source of learning assessments.

Infrastructure

The infrastructure for PLA at the University needs to be determined and codified. Through the
discussions and feedback surveys, the lack of understanding about the infrastructure and
processes for PLA was evident.

Overall Recommendation 2: There needs to be clarity around the structural models
that will be used at the University for PLA. The chosen model will drive how the
infrastructure is bolstered and maintained. The responsibility of PLA oversight needs
to be determined, including who advises and tracks students, who determines how
the credits are awarded and become part of the degree, and who assesses the
learning. In addition, the role of the Office of Student Records/Office of the Registrar
needs to be clarified for the PLA process.

See the “Considerations for Implementing PLA” document (Appendix A) to identify what needs
to be in place, what exists already, and what would need to be developed. See “Considerations
for a Prior Learning Assessment Business Model” (Appendix B).
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Key areas to determine are as follows:

● PLA Structural Model – PLA Oversight

Overall Recommendation 3: The University needs to decide on its model for oversight
and management of PLA.

The New England Commission for Higher Education (NECHE) accreditation standards
state that “the institutions demonstrate its clear and ongoing authority and
administrative oversight for the academic elements of all courses for which it awards
institutional credit or credentials (NECHE Standard 4.36).” Areas listed in this standard to
which the institution must demonstrate clear oversight includes prior learning
assessment.

Currently, at the University of Maine, the first point of contact for students is often the
Office of Student Records, which then sends the student to the Associate Dean at one of
the academic colleges, the Student Success Office, or Division of Lifelong Learning.
Participants within the PLA webinars indicated confusion as to who was responsible for
which aspects of PLA and where to send students for more information. The website
lacks information as to how students can learn more about PLA opportunities or to
whom to talk about what is possible.

The final survey asked participants to indicate which of the following structural models
made most sense for the University. The suggested models included a University-wide
PLA Office, clearly articulated department level oversight, and a hybrid approach with a
central office working with departments. The respondents leaned toward a centralized
university model (39% of survey responses), but both the idea of remaining at a
department level oversight or a hybrid model were close behind (28% of respondents
each). There are advantages and disadvantages for each model.

A university-wide PLA Office has advantages because it provides consistent information
about PLA and a centralized touchpoint for students. A center focused just on PLA can
provide advising and PLA services to students, while also providing professional
development across the University. A centralized office can also ensure better
consistency, quality and integrity of processes and equity of how students are awarded
credits. The drawback to only a centralized office is that for some institutions, the PLA
process becomes disassociated from the academic departments which can raise issues in
the ways that the credits can be applied to a credential.

Pros/Cons of PLA models

Benefits to PLA oversight at the department level include better opportunities for
academic alignment and direct involvement with faculty. PLA is an academic process and
needs academic input into its processes, evaluation of learning, and integration of the
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credits into credentials. Also, when the departments are directly involved, there is a
higher likelihood of faculty buy-in. When there is only a centralized office, some
institutions have experienced a lack of academic involvement in all aspects of PLA
advising, assessments, and application of the credits into the program of study. On the
other hand, when PLA only has oversight department-by-department processes can
become inconsistent across the institution and students can experience widely varied
advising, results from portfolio assessments, and application of credit into credentials.

A hybrid model could be beneficial, especially for an institution the size of the University
of Maine. Having one office oversee policy and procedures, advising and student
support, and working with different departments can ensure greater quality, integrity,
and equity. When the faculty and departments are directly involved, there can be
greater acceptance of the PLA credits. A hybrid model can address the benefits and
balance the drawbacks of each of the other two models.

A fourth model that was discussed in some of the webinars and meetings was the
possibility of an outside source (within or external to the University of Maine System)
evaluating student learning through the portfolio process. The advantage of this model
is that there is less effort and investment for the University to develop enough faculty
with the skills needed to assess portfolios and other assessment strategies. The
disadvantage is that the assessment process is removed from the academic
departments. In this fourth model, the PLA credits would be treated like they are
transfer credits.

● Business Model

Overall Recommendation 4: Analysis of current fee structure should be conducted as
the decisions are made about structure and implementation to determine if the fees
are appropriate to the services. UMS has adopted a standardized fee model that has
been adopted at all campuses except UM.

Areas to consider when determining an appropriate fee structure include, but are not
limited to management and oversight, technology, outreach, advising students, and
assessment. Appendix B, “Considerations for a Prior Learning Assessment Business
Model,” provides an in-depth analysis of what to consider when determining the
business model for an institution. Although Table 2 in Appendix B breaks out the
difference for a model at a university system versus an individual institution, many of the
considerations for a system are really about a centralized model.

Caution must be employed when determining a student fee structure and the return on
investment (ROI) for PLA. The purpose for providing PLA opportunities to students
should outweigh the costs. For example, when determining the ROI of an academic
program, usually not every penny is counted; rather, the overall benefits of the program
and the number of students served are considered. When determining the ROI for PLA,
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the same approach should be in place. The fees will not pay for all the costs completely,
but the return in student enrollments, retention and completion should outweigh the
upfront costs.

● Individualized PLA Portfolio Assessment Model

Overall Recommendation 5: The university needs to determine if PLA portfolio
assessments will be conducted externally or internally, and if internally, if it is
centralized, departmentalized, or a hybrid of the two.

The external consideration for portfolio assessment is directly connected to the transfer
policy for PLA, which must still be resolved (see Policy section). If assessments are
internal, in addition to clarifying the management and assessment roles and
responsibilities across the University, professional development must be provided to
prepare faculty to conduct assessments and integrate the learning into degrees.

The individual portfolio PLA assessment process is new to most students. They are
unlikely to have put a portfolio together during any of their previous educational
experiences. Providing good advising and support during the portfolio development
process is important for successful student experiences. In addition, most faculty are not
experienced in advising students on how to put a portfolio together or assessing
portfolios for college credit. Professional development is needed for faculty to assure
they are comfortable with the process and consistent processes are in place across
students.

There are a few operations that need to be determined for individualized portfolio
assessments: who advises the students about the opportunity and process, who
supports the students through the process, who evaluates the portfolio, and who
approves the resulting credit recommendation. In addition, the question of who
manages the overall process needs to be decided. These questions can be determined
once the overall structure is decided.

Management. The overall management, tracking of students, providing initial advising,
helping students through the portfolio development process, and providing professional
development can be handled in a centralized way, either through a PLA office or within a
department. The assessment of the learning needs to be done through faculty or a
subject expert. The final approval process is also an academic process and is often done
at the department level or through a faculty committee.

Professional Development. Faculty need professional development on recognizing
college-level learning, developing a portfolio, assessing portfolios, and mapping the
learning into the curriculum. Faculty are better versed in identifying and assessing
learning when it is well-defined and originates from within their own curriculum, than
when the learning has been acquired through outside sources. Being able to recognize
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college-level learning that is not well-defined is often a new skill for faculty. In addition,
assessing learning through a portfolio is different than through a test, essay, project or
other assessment strategies that are more familiar to faculty. Professional development
should be ongoing, not just a one-time event, and can be very effective when student
case studies are used to discuss the different aspects of assessing prior learning.

PLA Course. Many institutions create a portfolio course and/or provide workshops for
students to help them through the process. Although the course includes instruction on
how to put together a portfolio, it also teaches students about identifying learning,
college-level learning, curriculum development, assessment of learning, how to write
learning outcomes, and other aspects of what is required to reflect upon, articulate, and
present one’s learning. Workshops tend to be more about the logistics and mechanics of
the portfolio process.

Student PLA Lifecycle

Overall Recommendation 6: An analysis of the student PLA flow should be developed
to determine where clarification of the process needs to be sorted out, roles and
responsibilities of who guides students through the process, and who is responsible
for assessing students’ prior learning by PLA type. Clear messaging and processes need
to be developed and made available to students, faculty, and staff. Webpages on PLA
should be developed that guide students through the PLA workflow. See Figure 1:
Student PLA Lifecycle.

Figure 1: Student PLA Lifecycle
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Consistently, throughout the webinars and meetings and through responses in the final survey,
many participants indicated that they did not know the PLA process for students at the
University. That also means that students would not know the process. Information about PLA
and opportunities for students to engage in and receive credits for PLA are throughout the
students’ time at the university. Transparent and consistent messaging is critical to reduce
confusion and inequitable practices.

● Messaging on the Website
Current messaging to students about PLA is minimal on the University’s website. As
mentioned previously in the Policy section, the information is listed in the web version
of the catalog within the transfer page, but lacks any real information about how a
student would learn more and to whom to talk. In addition, there is a link to learn about
successful certification of a foreign language, but the link requires a login without any
instructions.

On the webpage for the undergraduate catalog, there is a left side navigation link to a
page called “Prior Learning Assessment.” There is no link from the Transfer page to this
page. On the Prior Learning Assessment page, there is a link for Awarding Military
Credits, College Level Examination Program (CLEP), and Portfolio Review. The Awarding
Military Credits and Portfolio Review links basically repeat what is on the Transfer page.
The CLEP link in the catalog takes the student to a different page than the one provided
on the DLL webpage for CLEP and DANTES. The link on the DLL page is labeled “CLEP and
DANTES,” but goes to a page only for CLEP. On the Veterans Education and Transition
Services page, there is no mention of receiving credit for training or occupations. The
information found on the transfer page of the catalog has very little information
regarding how military students can use credits evaluated by the American Council on
Education. There is no information on the Admissions page to inform students about PLA
opportunities.

The most information that can be found on PLA is on the Machias’ Student Records
webpage on portfolio assessment. This includes a link to an “ePortfolio template” that is
a Google doc and needs permission to open. There is also a link for instructions on how
to complete the template. The page does give a little more information about PLA, but it
is not clear if this information is for the Machias campus only or if it applies to the whole
University. The main University Student Records page has a link to the transcript page,
but no mention of PLA.

A student would need to know that these webpages existed and then how to navigate to
any of these pages to find out any information on PLA. There is no information on PLA
from the main webpages for the University. Clear messaging on the website needs to be
developed to send students to appropriate offices for PLA.These pages should include an
explanation of what PLA is, how to learn more, and general information about the
process and end results.
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● Intake
There is no formal process for informing students about the PLA process. The transfer
page sends students to their department to learn more about prior learning credit and
are told that “departments conduct reviews of prior learning at their discretion,” which
can lead to inequitable practices. The section on CLEP sends the student to the Office of
Student Records where they are told to refer to a chart for CLEP and Advanced
Placement (AP), but with no link to find the chart. The military credit section sends
students for an “exception” to the Associate Dean of their college or school, who “will
forward the material to the appropriate department chair, unit director, or faculty
member who will make the appropriate decision.” The lack of standard procedure is
confusing and off-putting to students. In addition, there are no standards by which to
determine when a student is permitted to be assessed for learning or how that learning
can be applied to the degree. One suggestion is to create an intake form and process to
capture which students could take advantage of the PLA opportunities.

● Advising
Most participants indicated in the webinars and follow-up surveys that they did not have
knowledge about how students are advised about PLA, or who is responsible for making
sure students have the right information or follow the student through PLA processes.
Some participants shared stories of students being sent all over the place to learn about
PLA, ending back where they started. Clear PLA processes need to be developed and
University personnel informed to ensure students are advised about, tracked through,
and supported during the PLA process, as well as clarify who is responsible for advising
and follow-through with students.

Very little information has been developed to share with and inform students about PLA
opportunities and how to go about engaging in the process. Written materials,
webpages, and other types of information need further development to inform students
better about PLA. An overall guide on PLA and one on how to develop a PLA portfolio for
assessment is recommended. An example of an overall guide can be found here (see
Part II in the guide) and a guide specifically on developing a portfolio can be found here.

● Academic Integration
Students need clear information about how their PLA credits can be used in their
academic program. When the credits can barely be used or used only for elective
credits, often students will not pursue PLA. The effort, time, and money that they invest
in the process must be worth moving them forward toward achieving their academic
goals.

Currently, the policy allows for 15 credits to be used for any one type of PLA opportunity
for a total of 60 credits. As mentioned on page 10, the limit by PLA type advantages
some students over others. One student could have 30 military credits but only be able
to use 15 of those credits, while another student could have 15 credits of CLEP exams
and 15 credits through portfolio assessment and be able to use all 30 credits.
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Further restrictions are applied by the source of credit. Military students can only use
ACE evaluated credits toward elective credits, “unless an exception is made.” Portfolio
credits can be used “for subjects comparable or equivalent to University of Maine
courses” and is up to the discretion of the department. CLEP exams have been
pre-approved by “all colleges as substitutions for University of Maine courses,” and
follow an articulation table published on the website.

None of the departments represented during the webinars indicated that they have
standard assessment practices (e.g., rubrics) in place to determine if a portfolio meets
college-level learning and curricular requirements. In fact, most indicated that they had
not assessed a portfolio in their department. Some were interested in developing
processes (the last webinar focused on this process) and expressed an understanding
that the portfolio process needs to be equitable in its approach.

Common strategies should be developed within and across departments to ensure
students are treated equitably and there are clear expectations for the assessment
process. The number of credits that can be used for any one type of PLA should be
reconsidered; most institutions have a cap for total credits but do not differentiate the
sources of learning. The ways that credits can be used (elective versus university course)
should be aligned across types of PLA learning sources.

Program Evaluation

Overall Recommendation 7: PLA evaluation and improvement processes need to be
determined and implemented. Clarification of roles and responsibilities for data
collections, analyses, recommendations, and improvements need to be defined.
Results need to be widely shared with plans for improvements.

The NECHE Standard 4.41 states “The institution that advances students through their academic
programs through transfer or articulation agreements, dual or concurrent enrollment, prior
learning assessment, credit recommendation services, or other extra-institutional arrangements
evaluates the effectiveness of such arrangements to ensure student achievement in
institutionally offered coursework validates the suitability of the credit awards.”

The evaluation of prior learning assessment policy and processes are often overlooked, yet is as
important as for any other academic program. Prior learning assessment is an academic process
and needs to be held to the same standards of excellence and review as any other academic
program. The assessment can be at two levels: 1) qualitative data on satisfaction, experiences,
and recommendations by students, faculty, and staff, and 2) quantitative data collected on
numbers of students served, student persistence and completion, and the number of credits
obtained. For example, data can be collected on:

o The numbers of PLA students served
o The number of PLA students who successfully completed each type of PLA,

including portfolios
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o The number of credits obtained
o Retention and degree completion rates
o Success rates in subsequent courses
o Impact on college enrollment
o Comparisons to non-PLA students
o Comparisons within PLA student groups

For data to be tracked and analyzed, data need to be collected and stored (such as in the
student information system). Roles and responsibilities need to be determined as to who: 1)
collects and enters the data, 2) extracts and analyzes the data, and 3) develops strategies for
improvement and implements those strategies.
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Summary

Overall, the university needs to be clear about why PLA opportunities are beging offered to
students and commit to that proposition. PLA policy applies to all units and programs and is not
subject to random adherence based on individual interpretation. Like all UMaine policies,
departments cannot pick and choose which policies to follow. When PLA opportunities are
available to students, persistence and completion can increase for those students who engage;
however, students need to know about the opportunities, be supported throughout the
process, and be able to use the credits in the degree program. Quality, integrity, and equity
needs to be instilled across all PLA opportunities and within all procedures, regardless of where
the practice takes place – at a university level or a departmental level. Commitment to PLA
needs to be considered an academic endeavor and be supported, marketed, funded, and
undergo the same level of scrutiny for effectiveness as any other academic program offered by
the University across all departments/colleges. The awards are enormous for students, but they
need to know about the opportunities, be encouraged and advised to engage, and have ways to
use the final credits in their academic program.  Prior learning assessment is about approaching
students from a strength-based perspective; students are recognized for what they know, not
what they are missing. Furthermore, PLA recognition is strongly correlated to diversity, equity
and inclusion, which is part of  the University of Maine’s core mission. The adult learner
represents this population.
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Summary Table of Specific Recommendations

Area Specific Recommendation
Policy (pp. 9-10) The University of Maine needs to clarify its PLA policy. This policy should

align with the UMS policy recommendations. The policy needs to be
published on the web for full disclosure and transparency
The policy unevenly treats the different types of PLA. Total limits should not
be restricted by the source of assessment and the resulting credits should
be applied in the same way.

Infrastructure (pp. 10-14) There needs to be clarity around the structural models used for PLA. The
chosen model will drive most other decisions.
The responsibility of PLA oversight and management needs to be
determined.
The business model for PLA needs to be clarified and aligned to the purpose
of why to offer PLA opportunities.
The PLA Portfolio model needs to be determined (external versus internal)
and how it is structured if within the institution.
Ongoing professional development needs to be developed and the
responsibility to ensure its implementation determined.
The decision whether to have a PLA course and/or workshops needs to be
made.

Student PLA Lifecycle (pp.
14-17)

Analysis of the student PLA flow needs to be developed and clarification of
processes determined.
Roles and responsibilities of who advises students, guides them through the
process, assesses learning, and ensures credits are applied to credentials
needs to be determined.
Clear messaging and processes need to be developed and made available to
all constituents through the web and other means.
Intake and advising processes need to be clarified.
Advising roles and responsibilities need to be determined.
The ways in which PLA credits are accepted and applied to the degree need
to be aligned and made more equitable.

Program Evaluation (pp.
17-18)

Program evaluation needs to be determined and implemented and aligned
to the NECHE Standard 4.41.
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Appendix A

CONSIDERATIONS FOR LEARNING RECOGNITION AT YOUR INSTITUTION

Link: Implementing Learning Recognition Video (23:47 minutes)

(Please view video as you move through this document)

Learning Recognition encompasses the broader concepts of recognizing, validating and
credentialing learning from all sources. This includes prior learning assessment,
competency-based learning, workplace learning, and other forms of learning gained outside
of the institution.

To inform meaningful design, implementation resources are organized around three main
Design Elements: Equity, Communication, and Professional Development. The Design Elements
are infused throughout the work. Foundations focus on the groundwork that is necessary for
implementing learning recognition across any institution. Foundations include: Awareness and
Value, Implementation Planning, Policy, and Stakeholder Engagement and Support. Pillars focus
on the processes and practices institutions can adopt to support and sustain learning
recognition for all students. Pillars include: Infrastructure, Student Outreach and Support,
Academic Integration, and Evaluation.
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DESIGN ELEMENTS KEY QUESTIONS
EQUITY

All students, regardless of who they are
or where their learning originated,
should have access to and support for
having their learning recognized.

1. How does your policy ensure equitable practices in the recognition and integration of
learning into institutionally awarded credentials? Are policies and processes reviewed by
a cross-section of the institution to minimize unintentional biases?

2. Are students having their learning recognized and counted toward credentials in equitable
ways? Which students utilize processes to have their learning recognized and applied
toward credentials? Which students do not? How will the institution identify and
minimize barriers for all students to have their learning recognized and applied directly
towards a credential?

3. How does the institution ensure that all students have equitable access to learning
recognition information and resources? How is this information and resources
discoverable and transparent to all students?

4. How are equity outcomes data collected and analyzed for learning recognition? How are
these data impacting program improvement?

COMMUNICATION

All stakeholders internal and external to the
institution need to know about and
understand the importance of and processes
for learning recognition.

1. How does communication play a role in raising awareness of the value for learning
recognition across the institution?

2. In what ways are the implementation of and any updates or changes in learning
recognition policy and processes communicated to all constituents across the institution?

3. How is information on learning recognition discoverable and transparent to students,
faculty, and staff?

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

All stakeholders need professional
development to ensure the organization and
individuals within have the capacity and
support to undertake learning recognition.

1. Who participates in professional development? Who are all the constituents involved in
the learning recognition processes? How does professional development support their
roles and responsibilities?

2. In what ways are professional development opportunities provided? How often are these
opportunities? What are the modalities of delivery and types of opportunities? Which
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topics regarding learning recognition are provided during professional development
opportunities?

3. How are the professional opportunities financed?
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FOUNDATIONS KEY QUESTIONS

AWARENESS & VALUE

A strong foundation begins with
stakeholder awareness of the
value of recognizing and
validating learning in ways that
align with the institutional
mission. Awareness and value
includes audience specific value
propositions, communication
plans to raise awareness, and
resources to ensure that those
internal to the institution are
aware of and supportive of the
scaling the recognition and
validation of learning.

1. In what ways does learning recognition bring value to your institution? What is your institution’s value
proposition?

2. What is the philosophy at your institution regarding the recognition, validation, and integration of
institutional and non-institutional learning into institutionally awarded credentials?

3. How does the mission of your institution support the recognition, validation, and integration of
institutional and non-institutional learning into institutionally awarded credentials?

4. With which existing efforts does the recognition of learning align and which areas still need to be
engaged in order to develop a shared understanding of the value of recognizing learning?

IMPLEMENTATION
PLANNING

Implementation planning involves
every aspect of learning
recognition that an institution puts
in.

1. Is there a cross-functional team developing ways to implement and improve learning recognition
strategies across the institution?

2. How are learning recognition strategies being designed, approved & implemented?

3. Are learning recognition strategies consistent with current policy and existing practices, or are their
plans to bring policy and practices into alignment with learning recognition strategies? How will
alignment be achieve? How do the learning recognition strategies provide for consistency, quality,
integrity and equity?

4. In what ways do learning recognition strategies encourage widespread commitment to and
involvement in learning recognition practices?

5. How will the planned strategies for learning recognition implementation be reviewed and evaluated?
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FOUNDATIONS KEY QUESTIONS

POLICY

Policy ensures the quality, integrity, equity and
transparency in the various ways that learning is
recognized and applied toward credentials.
Policy usually includes the different
opportunities available to students and guiding
principles that support procedures and practices
that need to be in place. Many institutions also
have a procedural document or statements that
specify the ways in which learning is validated
and recognized toward credentials, as well as
criteria for validating learning and under whose
authority learning recognition is awarded. There
often is a separate fee structure policy.

1. What are your institutional procedures for developing, reviewing and updating policies?
Is there policy in place to support the recognition and integration of learning into
institutionally awarded credentials?

2. How do your other academic policies align with this policy? With accreditation, state,
and system policies? What other policy considerations need to be in place?

3. How does the policy ensure options and procedures are easily discoverable and
transparent to students and do not create barriers or over complexities for students to be
successful?

4. How does your policy provide for the financial support of learning recognition?

5. What is the appeal process for decisions regarding the recognition of learning and
application of that learning into credentials?

6. How does the policy delineate roles and responsibilities and the professional develop to
ensure all constituents are adequately informed and prepared?

7. What process is in place to review and revise this policy?

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT &
SUPPORT

Stakeholders are the administration, faculty,
professional staff, support staff, and students
across the institution, as well as external entities
that will influence and/or interact with the
recognition of learning.

1. Who are all the stakeholders? How are they informed of their role in recognizing
learning?

2. In what ways are the various levels of stakeholders across the institution supportive of
and engaged in learning recognition? How is this support being communicated across the
institution?

3. What opportunities are available in which stakeholders can engage?

4. How is leadership provided to ensure the quality, integrity, and equity of learning
recognition?
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PILLARS KEY QUESTIONS

INFRASTRUCTURE

Infrastructure addresses ways in which institutions are able to provide and maintain learning recognition options for students, including the business
model, staffing, marketing and website, and technology solutions. Which infrastructure elements are needed at your institution to successfully manage and
maintain learning recognition?

Business Models

Business model presents different
considerations for business
models and return on investment
(ROI) of learning recognition
processes and practices when
designed from a student-centered,
equity-minded stance.

1. Which financial models can work within your institution? How does your financial model align with
your value proposition?

2. How does the financial model support infrastructure? How do different offices and processes interface
with the financial model? What needs to be in place to support fully faculty, staff and students to
engage in and successfully implement the recognition of learning into academic credentials?

3. How are administrative and academic functions covered? How are faculty and staff compensated for
supporting the learning recognition processes? How is the evaluation of learning (e.g., portfolios,
challenge exams, and other forms) compensated? How are faculty compensated for developing the
alignment of learning recognition to curriculum (e.g., competency crosswalks)?

4. What types of charges will students have to pay for the recognition of learning? How are these charges
equitable and affordable?

Staffing Models

Your institution’s staffing model
largely depends on the learning
recognition model implemented.
The staffing model can be as
simple as a staff member in the
Admissions Office who processes
CLEP exams to a fully staffed
learning recognition office.

1. Who supports the different learning recognition processes? Who supports the students throughout the
processes? How are the staff organized and fall within the institution?

2. What is the student workflow for the learning recognition process? How and when do students learn
about different options for the recognition of learning? What is the entry-point into and other
milestones for students through the learning recognition process?

3. What is the administrative workflow for the learning recognition process? Who is involved and at
which points? What are the processes at each point? What does the day-to-day work look like?
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Infrastructure (continued)

Technology

Technology explores decisions for
institutions on technology
solutions, housing of evidence,
process choices, and possible
areas of concern. Technology
includes a look to emerging and
future directions, placing the
recognition of learning in a larger
ecosystem of digitally
discovering, documenting,
tracking, and ensuring portability
of learning from one educational
setting to another.

1. What technologies are needed to support the learning recognition processes? How do these
technologies support students? Faculty and staff? How can technology help maintain checks and
balances throughout the workflow?

2. How are students’ learning recognition engagement tracked and applied to credentials? How are the
data collected and stored? How are the data entered within the student record, transcribed, and made
available to the student?
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PILLARS KEY QUESTIONS

STUDENT OUTREACH &
SUPPORT Student Outreach
includes, but is not limited to:

● Recruitment, including
targeted and
under-represented
groups

● Website and marketing
materials are easily
discoverable,
accessible, and
transparent

● Information sessions
(online and/or
in-person)

● Means of capturing
(e.g., intake form)
learning recognition
options and
opportunities that
students have
acquired.

Student Supports includes, but is
not limited to:

● Advising
● Degree and Career

Planning
● Helping students

understand what

1. What are the different messages used to inform students about learning recognition options? How do
these messages change based on the student population? How do messages reach different groups of
students?

2. How easily discoverable, accessible, and transparent is information on learning recognition options
through the website and marketing materials? Through other outreach, support, and academic
materials?

3. How are students determined eligible to have learning validated and recognized within credentials?

4. How are learning recognition students connected to advising? Support services? Academic programs?

5. How are advisors prepared to help students who have recognizable learning?

6. How are support services personnel prepared to help students who have recognized learning?

7. What types of degree and career planning are in place for students and how are these connected to
learning recognition?

8. What technology, tools and resources are in place to support students through the learning recognition
process?

9. How does the student record and transcription support the portability of earned learning recognition
credits?
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knowledge they have,
options for how to
have it recognized and
the value of the
process.

● Academic support
services to assist
students through the
learning recognition
process

● Technology, tools, and
resources to help
students through the
process, from first
contact through credit
completion
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PILLARS KEY QUESTIONS

ACADEMIC INTEGRATION
Academic integration includes
the processes for recognizing and
validating learning, clear
pathways for learning
recognition to be used within the
curriculum in meaningful ways
and not just elective credits, and
maps to industry credentials,
military education and
occupations, and other forms of
learning recognition to provide
pathways for students to use the
learning directly into academic
credentials.

1. What types of learning recognition are recognized and applied toward credentials? Within which
academic programs can learning recognition be applied to credentials?

2. How does the institution determine the ways in which learning recognition is applied to academic
programs? How is learning recognition mapped to credential requirements? In what ways are students
able to use learning recognition in their academic programs?

3. How does the learning recognition policy and processes allow for flexibility to recognize different
forms of knowledge and knowledge not previously identified in the curriculum?

4. How are the students’ learning recognition knowledge and skills assessed? What criteria is used to
assess the learning? How is college-level learning determined? How is currency and relevancy
determined? How are the assessment processes equitable across students?

5. How does the institution determine the number of credits or competencies that are awarded to learning
recognition? How are these credits or competencies applied to the academic programs?

6. How does the learning recognition policy and processes ensure transferability and portability?

7. How does the institution ensure consistency, quality, integrity, and equity in the assessment and
application of learning recognition across the academic programs over time, modality, and personnel?

8. What processes do students need to go through to have their learning verified and recognized? What is
required of the student

9. Whose authority makes the decision to apply learning recognition to a credential?
10. Which processes need further development?
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PILLARS KEY QUESTIONS

EVALUATION
Evaluation includes identifying
success metrics for assessing
learning recognition in terms of
quality, integrity, and equity.
Specific outcomes are identified
for learning recognition strategy
uptake, integration, and
utilization. Data are collected,
analyzed and reported on an
ongoing basis, including data
from constituents’ feedback and
student success metrics (e.g.,
persistence, completion, use of
learning recognition in
credentials). Learning
recognition improvement is
ongoing and informed by the
outcomes assessed.

1. What metrics are identified for success? How are data collected, stored, and analyzed to determine the
effectiveness of these metrics? How are the results of the data analyses used to inform the success
metrics and strategies for improvement? Metrics may include data such as licensure exam pass rates,
graduation rates, GPAs, GRE scores, transfer rates, grad school admission rates, or other data
identified.

2. How is feedback collected and analyzed from constituents, including students? How is the feedback
used?

3. How are equity measures determined and strategies improved based on assessment results?

4. How do checks and balances underpin each stage of the learning recognition process?

5. How are the learning recognition policy and processes reviewed? How are the learning recognition
policy and processes improved based on the results of their review and the analyses of the success
metrics and feedback?

6. How are the results disseminated?

7. In what ways can the learning recognition evaluation process be improved?
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Institution:
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Implementation Planning -
Considerations

Policy - Considerations Stakeholder - Considerations
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Appendix B

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PRIOR LEARNING ASSESSMENT BUSINESS MODELS

There are different types of prior learning assessment (PLA) business models and cost factors to
consider for a system and/or institution when deciding on a final model. There are different
decisions to be made to determine costs associated with PLA and appropriate aspects of the
model that best fit the culture and circumstances. The following tables are designed to assist
systems and institutions to determine the best business model for the current situation.
Business models do not have to be set in stone; the best practice would be to periodically revisit
these considerations presented in the tables and assess how the initial business model is
meeting the needs of the system or institution.

The following tables provide a summary of costs associated with and considerations for
different types of PLA, their management, and supports for students. The tables do not need to
be used sequentially. Preference may be to go top down, bottom up or jump around across and
within tables. The tables are meant to provide details to consider and to help choose the best
business model for a system and its institutions. The following list provides the table, page
numbers, and description of the table:

Table 1. Overview of the Costs Associated with Different Types of PLA Opportunities –
This table provides an overview of costs associated with each type of PLA opportunity p. 2

Table 2. Specific Costs Associated with PLA – This table provides granular details about
cost considerations for PLA p. 3

Table 3. Key Questions to Determine Business Model – This table provides critical
questions in a yes/no format to help determine which PLA activities will occur that have direct
cost implications p. 9

Table 4. Examples of Different Business Models Structures – this table provides structures
for system and institutional administration of PLA p. 11

Table 5. Student Fee Determination – this table provides considerations for developing a
student fee structure p. 12

Table 6. Staff Model Considerations – this table provides considerations for staffing of
direct PLA services p. 14
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Table 1: Overview of the Costs Associated with Different Types of PLA Opportunities
Direct PLA services are those services that require additional funding specifically for the
implementation of PLA opportunities. Table 2 includes both direct and indirect costs and services.

Prior Learning Assessment Opportunities
Externally Evaluated Internally Evaluated

Direct PLA Services Institutional
Transcripts

Military
Transcripts

Standardized
Exams

External
Professional
Learning
Evaluations

Internal
Professional
Learning
Evaluations

Challenge
Exams

Individual
Portfolio
Assessment

Transcript/Learning
Document Review

X X X X

Student Advising X X X X X X X
PLA Course/
Workshop

X

Faculty Assessors X X X
Curriculum Crosswalk X X X X X X X
Credit Acceptance X X X X X X X
Credit Posting X X X X X X X

Table 2: Specific Costs Associated with PLA Opportunities
Some costs can occur at both the system and institutional levels, while other costs can be at either
the system or the institutional level depending on the structure of certain processes and at what
level the PLA process is managed. For example, if the admissions form is uniform at the system
level, costs associated with updating and implementing the form would be centralized, or if each
institution has its own admissions form those costs would be localized. Some costs below are
directly associated with providing PLA opportunities, while others are additional responsibilities to
existing services and would be considered indirect costs.

Additional Costs System Level Institutional Level
Administrative Office
~ Management and oversight of PLA
processes and assurance of quality,
integrity, and equity of PLA activities

~ Centralized office to handle all
system-wide responsibilities – could
be part of or a designated job
responsibility. Could involve multiple
positions.

~ Institutional office to handle all
institutional level responsibilities -
could be part of or a designated a job
responsibility. Could involve multiple
positions.
AND/OR
~ Designated responsibility at
school/department level

Technology
~ Updates to student information
and degree audits systems to accept
PLA credits (Some funds may be
needed to work with vendors of SIS
and degree audit systems)
~ E-portfolio system or other
electron system to capture individual
portfolio submissions and reviews

~ Updates to SIS and Degree Auditing
systems are done at system level and
pushed out to institutions
~ E-portfolio or other electronic
system for individualized portfolio
submissions and reviews is acquired
and/or developed at system level
~ If relevant, database system for
PLEs is developed and maintained at
system level

~ Updates to SIS and Degree Auditing
systems are done at local level
~ E-portfolio or other electronic
system for individualized portfolio
submissions and reviews is acquired
and/or developed at institutional
level
~ If relevant, database system for
PLEs is developed and maintained at
institutional level
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~ Database system to keep track of
Professional Learning Evaluations (if
relevant)
Outreach If PLA is centralized: If PLA is at an institutional level:
Marketing
~ Branding
~ Ad campaigns
~ Recruitment materials

Additional costs for targeted
marketing

Additional costs for targeted
marketing

Website
~ Design
~ Copy, graphics, videos
~ Ongoing maintenance
~ Website analyses

~ Setting up and maintaining overall
PLA information
~ Analyzing website traffic

~ Setting up and maintaining specific
PLA information
~ Analyzing website traffic

Recruitment
~ Ongoing Professional Development
~ Recruitment materials

~ System-wide recruitment – ongoing
professional development for
recruiters
~Targeted recruitment for military
and system-wide partners.

~ Institution recruitment – ongoing
professional development for
recruiters
~Targeted recruitment for military
and institutional/departmental
partners.

Admissions
~ Admissions forms
~ PLA Intake
~ Ongoing Professional Development
for admissions advisors

~ Updating system-wide admissions
forms and associated datasets
~ Creating system-wide PLA in-take
form
~ Creating/updating admissions/PLA
database and data sharing
capabilities

~ Updating institutional admissions
forms and associated datasets
~ Creating institutional PLA in-take
form
~ Creating/updating admissions/PLA
database and data sharing
capabilities

Externally Evaluated PLA If PLA is centralized: If PLA is at an institutional level:
Learning Transcripts
(Admissions/Registrar’s Office):
Intake, logging-in, posting of learning
records (e.g., military transcripts,
licenses)

~ Transcript validation
~ Transcript logging into system
~ Sharing transcript with student’s
institution

~ Transcript validation
~ Transcript logging into system
~ Posting of transcript on student
record

Acceptance of Externally Evaluated
PLA (Registrar’s Office/Academic
Affairs)
~ Determine credit equivalencies
(crosswalks)
~ Posting credits onto student
records
~ Degree auditing

~ Develop standardized, system-wide
credit equivalencies and crosswalks
to curriculum
~ Create transfer pathways for
assessed credits
~ Centralized posting of credits
~ Centralized degree audits

~ Determination of credit
equivalencies and curricular
crosswalks for academic
departments
~ Institutional posting of credits
~ Institutional degree audits

Technology
~ Updates to student information
and degree audits systems to accept
PLA credits
~ Some funds may be needed to
work with vendors of SIS and degree
audit systems

~ Updates are done at system level
and pushed out to institutions

~ Updates are done at local level
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Internally Evaluated PLA If PLA is centralized: If PLA is at an institutional level:
Individualized Portfolio Assessment

Professional Development ~ Ongoing professional development
for academic advisors and faculty
evaluators.

~ Ongoing professional development
for academic advisors and faculty
evaluators.

PLA Course and/or Workshops
(Online and/or In-Person Formats)
~ Create credit-bearing PLA Course
~ Create informational workshops for
students

~ Create standardized PLA course to
be offered across system
~ Create standardized system-wide
informational workshops

~ Create institutional PLA course to
be offered across institution, or
create school/department level PLA
course
~ Create informational workshops to
be offered across institution, or
school/department level

Portfolio Guides
~ Prepare overall student handbook
for preparing PLA portfolios
~ Create specific topic guides

~ Create system level PLA Student
Handbook (electronic and/or paper)
~ Create topic guides for areas
accepted across system

~ Create institutional level PLA
Student Handbook (electronic and/or
paper)
~ Create topic guides for areas
specific to schools/departments

Assessment of Learning
~ Define college/university level
learning
~ Develop framework and/or rubrics
for assessing learning

~ Define standardized
college/university level learning
definitions
~ Develop overall standardized
assessment framework and specific
rubrics for assessing learning to be
used at all institutions

~ Define college/university level
learning definitions
~ Develop overall standardized
assessment framework and specific
rubrics or assessing learning to be
used across institutions or at each
school or department

Acceptance of Portfolio Credits
~ Determine credit equivalencies
(crosswalks)
~ Posting credits onto student
records
~ Degree auditing

~ Develop standardized, system-wide
crosswalks to curriculum
~ Create transfer pathways for
assessed credits
~ Centralized posting of credits
~ Centralized degree audits

~ Determination of credit
equivalencies and curricular
crosswalks for academic
departments
~ Institutional posting of credits
~ Institutional degree audits

Professional Learning Evaluations

Professional Development ~ Ongoing professional development
for partnership staff, academic
advisors, and faculty evaluators.

~ Ongoing professional development
for partnership staff, academic
advisors, and faculty evaluators.

Partnership Development
~ Landscape analyses
~ Partnership development &
agreements
~ Determine workplace learning,
training, licenses, and/or
certifications to be evaluated

~ Identify and create partnerships at
system level
~ Develop partnership agreements at
system level
~ Determine workplace learning,
training, licenses, and/or
certifications to be evaluated at
system level

~ Identify and create partnerships at
institutional level
~ Develop partnership agreements at
institutional level
Determine workplace learning,
training, licenses, and/or
certifications to be evaluated at
institutional level

Proposal Development
~ Develop proposal to engage in PLE

~ Develop proposal to agreement
across system, identify and secure

~ Develop proposal to agreement
across system, identify and secure
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~ Approval process for evaluation
(securing associated costs)

costs, and determine extent of
evaluation at system level
~ Gain approval for evaluation

costs, and determine extent of
evaluation at institutional level
~ Gain approval for evaluation

Learning Assessment
~ Create academic teams
~ Assess learning
~ Credit approval

~ Create academic assessment teams
with representation across the
system
~ Assess learning using system
standardized framework and/or
rubrics
~ Develop credit recommendations
and gain approval

~ Create academic assessment teams
with representation across
institution, school, and/or
department
~ Assess learning using institutional
and/or school/department
standardized framework and/or
rubrics
~ Develop credit recommendations
and gain approval

Acceptance of PLE credits
~ Determine credit equivalencies
(crosswalks)
~ Posting credits onto student
records
~ Degree auditing

~ Develop standardized, system-wide
crosswalks to curriculum
~ Create transfer pathways for
assessed credits
~ Centralized posting of credits
~ Centralized degree audits

~ Determination of credit
equivalencies and curricular
crosswalks for academic
departments
~ Institutional posting of credits
~ Institutional degree audits

Course Challenge Opportunities
Professional Development ~ Ongoing professional development

for academic advisors, faculty who
develop challenges, and faculty
evaluators.

~ Ongoing professional development
for academic advisors, faculty who
develop challenges, and faculty
evaluators.

Exam & Other Processes
Development
~ Designate teams/individuals to
create challenge opportunities
~ Create and implement framework
and/or rubric for challenge
development

~ Create academic challenge
development teams with
representation across the system
~ Develop challenge opportunities
using system standardized
framework and/or rubrics

~ Create academic challenge
development teams or designate
individuals within
school/department
~ Develop challenge opportunities
using a framework and/or rubrics

Acceptance of Challenge Credits
~ Determine credit equivalencies
(crosswalks)
~ Posting credits onto student
records
~ Degree auditing

~ Develop standardized, system-wide
crosswalks to curriculum
~ Create transfer pathways for
assessed credits
~ Centralized posting of credits
~ Centralized degree audits

~ Determination of credit
equivalencies and curricular
crosswalks for academic
departments
~ Institutional posting of credits
~ Institutional degree audits

Student Supports If PLA is centralized: If PLA is at an institutional level:
Professional Development ~ Ongoing professional development

for academic advisors, academic
support, financial aid, and student
accounts personnel.

~ Ongoing professional development
for academic advisors, academic
support, financial aid, and student
accounts personnel.

Advising
~ Prospective students learn about
PLA opportunities
~ Current students learn about PLA
opportunities

~ Centralized advising center for
prospective and active students

~ Institutional advising center for
prospective and active students
~ School/departmental advisors for
PLA students
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~ Individual faculty advisors to assist
PLA students

Academic Supports
~ Standardized exam preparation
~ Portfolio development support
~ Challenge opportunities
preparation

~ Centralized academic support
center or materials to support
students through PLA processes

~ Learning centers provide academic
support for PLA processes
~ PLA Office provide academic
support for PLA processes
~ Schools/departments provide
academic support for PLA processes
~ Individual faculty provide academic
support for PLA processes

Financial Supports
~ Financial aid (although not at a
federal level, some states, systems
and institutions have developed
financial aid for students to cover
PLA costs)
~ Scholarships can be provided for
students to cover PLA costs
~ Fee waivers for targeted groups of
students (e.g., military, partners) or
individual circumstances

~ Centralized financial supports for
PLA are in place – financial aid (state
or system-level), scholarships, fee
waivers

~ Institutional financial supports for
PLA are in place – financial aid
(institutional level), scholarships, fee
waivers

Impact and Effectiveness of PLA
policy & practices

If PLA is centralized: If PLA is at an institutional level:

Professional Development ~ Ongoing professional development
for program evaluation and research
personnel.

~ Ongoing professional development
for program evaluation and
institutional research personnel.

Constituent Feedback
~ Feedback instruments
~ Data collection
~ Data analysis & report

~ Feedback instruments are
developed at system level
~ Data collection, analysis and
reporting done at system level

~ Feedback instruments are
developed at institutional level
~ Data collection, analysis and
reporting done at institutional level

Student Data Outcomes
~ Collection of student data
outcomes (engagement, persistence,
completion)
~ Analysis of student data
~ Reporting of results

~ Student outcomes are collected
and aggregated at system level
~ Data are analyzed at system level
~ Results are compiled and reported
at system level

~ Student outcomes are collected
and aggregated at institution and
school/department levels
~ Data are analyzed at institution and
school/department levels
~ Results are compiled and reported
at institution and school/department
levels

Policy and Practices Updates
~ Regular evaluations of PLA policy,
processes, and practices are
evaluated
~ Feedback outcomes are used to
improved PLA policy, processes, and
practices

~ Identify and implement regular
evaluations at system level
~ System implements PLA policy,
processes, and practices updates

~ Identify and implement regular
evaluations at institution and/or
school/department level
~ Institution and/or
school/department implement PLA
policy, processes, and practices
updates
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~Student data outcomes results are
used to improved PLA policy,
processes, and practices
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Table 3: Key Questions to Determine Business Model
Business Model Questions Yes/No Consideration

1. Do all direct costs associated with PLA
need to be covered by student fees?
Direct costs are those that are not
normal functions of the college but are
created by providing PLA opportunities.

Yes Calculation of all direct costs

No Determine which direct costs need to
be covered

2. Do all indirect costs associated with PLA
need to be covered by student fees?
Indirect costs are those that are normal
functions of the college, but PLA adds
additional responsibilities.

Yes Calculation of indirect costs

No Determine which indirect costs need
to be covered

3. Are all PLA components (policy,
processes, and practices) determined
and implemented at the system level?

Yes Determine how these functions
happen at the system level and costs
associated with the activities.

No Hybrid: Determine how these
functions are shared across the
system and institution levels and
costs associated with the activities.
100% Institution: Determine how
these functions happen at the
institutional level and costs
associated with the activities.

4. Is there marketing to students to learn
about PLA?

Yes Determine types and associated
costs of marketing – to what extent
are these costs at the system level,
institution level or shared?

No Determine how students learn about
PLA with no marketing

5. Are all forms of PLA accepted? Yes Determine associated costs for each
type of PLA opportunities

No Determine associated costs for
selected PLA opportunities

6. Will individualized PLA portfolios be
accepted?

Yes Determine costs associated with
portfolio procedures

No N/A

7. Are students specifically advised about
and supported for PLA?

Yes Determine who advises and supports
students and associated costs

No Determine how students are advised
and supported without designated
offices or individuals
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8. Is there a PLA office?
(Provides oversight and ensures quality,
integrity and equity in processes)

Yes Determine structure of office (e.g.,
director, staffing) and associated
costs

No Determine how PLA activities will be
managed, have oversight, and
provide quality, integrity and equity
to processes

9. Will there be professional learning
evaluations conducted of workplace
learning, training, licenses and
certifications?

Yes Determine if costs are absorbed or if
a partner will be charged. Word of
caution – if the partner is charged be
sure that there isn’t a preconceived
expectation that credits will be or a
certain amount or level of credits will
be awarded

No N/A
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Table 4: Examples of Different Business Model Structures
Model System level Institutional level

1. 100% administered at system
– centralized system office

Centralized office manages all
aspects of PLA

Local advising and updating student
records

2. 100% administered at
institutions – centralized
institutional office

N/A Centralized office handles PLA
processes, professional
development, student advising, etc.

3. 100% administered at
institutions –
school/department level

N/A Schools/departments handle all PLA
processes, professional
development, student advising, etc.
through designated office/personnel
or distributed across faculty/staff

4. Hybrid – some processes at
administered at system level,
some at institutional level,
and/or processes at both

Which processes take place at the
system level?
Policy
Marketing
Recruitment
Transcript/Learning Document
Review
Student Advising
PLA Course/ Workshop
Faculty Assessors
Curriculum Crosswalk
Credit Acceptance
Credit Posting
Evaluation of PLA outcomes

Which processes take place at the
institutional level?
Policy
Marketing
Recruitment
Transcript/Learning Document
Review
Student Advising
PLA Course/ Workshop
Faculty Assessors
Curriculum Crosswalk
Credit Acceptance
Credit Posting
Evaluation of PLA outcomes
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Table 5: Student Fee Determination
The fee charged to students is associated with specific PLA opportunities. The amount of fee is
determined by the PLA model and direct and indirect costs. Some models have no fees, limited
fees (usually associated with internally evaluated PLA costs), or extensive fees. The important
factor that must be considered when setting fees is the impact it has on students. Research
indicates that PLA students are more likely to persist and complete and take more courses at the
institution – based on that research, consider the margin that can be afforded at the system and
institutional levels without placing increased financial burdens on students.

Activity Considerations Fee
Marketing & Recruitment Although there are additional

marketing and recruitment direct
costs associated with PLA, most
systems and institutions absorb this
cost.

Recommended: No fee

If costs need to be covered, do not
make this a separate fee but
incorporated within an overall fee.

Review of external transcripts and
learning documentation

Additional costs associated with
review of these documents. Some
institutions charge for this review,
but that is in the minority.

Recommended: No fee

If a fee must be charged: minimal fee

Student Advising If there is already a student advising
model – this should add very little
indirect costs. Increases professional
development costs.

Recommended: No fee

If costs need to be covered, do not
make this a separate fee but
incorporated within an overall fee.

PLA Course/ Workshop PLA Course for credit – tuition is
charged to students

PLA Workshops (non-credit) – could
have a fee or be a free service

Tuition charged can be FA eligible if
part of a degree program

Fees charged for non-credit
workshops should be kept at a
minimum – otherwise could be a
barrier to students.

Recommendation: No fee charged to
students for workshops

Faculty Assessors Built into workload or extra service is
paid for evaluation of portfolios,
PLEs, and challenge procedures.

Recommendations:
1. Portfolio assessment –

charge students minimal fee
to cover assessment costs

2. PLE – no charge to the
students – if costs need to be
covered a minimum charge
could be deferred to the
partner – but not highly
recommended

3. Challenge procedures –
some institutions charge a
small fee for a student to
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challenge a course or degree
requirement.

Curriculum Crosswalks Built into workload or extra service is
paid for crosswalk work

Recommended: No fee

If costs need to be covered, do not
make this a separate fee but
incorporated within an overall fee.

Credit Acceptance & Posting Rarely do institutions create a fee
specific to accepting and posting
credits. A fee charged at this point
can be misinterpreted that the
system or institution is “selling
credits.”

Recommended: No fee

If costs need to be covered, do not
make this a separate fee but
incorporated within an overall fee.

Evaluation of PLA outcomes Although PLA may cause additional
costs to an institution, this should
not be a separate fee.

Recommended: No fee

If costs need to be covered, do not
make this a separate fee but
incorporated within an overall fee.
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Table 6: Staffing Model Considerations
Personnel Role
Director (or designated person)

Will there be a PLA Office or be conducted in a
decentralized manner?

~ Professional development across constituents
~ Oversight of quality, integrity and equity of all PLA
policy, processes, and practices

Advisors (professional staff or faculty)

May happened in a centralized or distributed manner

~ Inform students of PLA opportunities
~ Ensure students have appropriate information to
follow through with credit acceptance
~ Assist student through processes, as needed

Professional Staff for Direct Student Services

Conder the students’ life cycle to determine all staffing
needed

Depending on if there is a designated PLA office or if the
work is distributed, staffing may change to meet the
needs of the students.

~ Marketing and website – to develop, compile, post,
and maintain all marketing and website materials, copy,
and advertising
~ Recruiters – to target potential students who might
have prior learning
~ Admissions – to advise prospective students about
acceptance of prior learning and how that fits into
programs
~ Registrar’s Office – to apply PLA credits to student
record – may also be responsible for acceptance of
externally evaluated credits
~ Office of PLA personnel – depends on size and
structure of program – may provide direct services to
students, assign and review assessments of learning,
etc.

Academic portfolio evaluators Faculty or academic personnel who provide direct
assessment of student learning captured in the PLA
portfolio.

Academic PLE evaluators Faculty or academic personnel who provides direct
assessment of workplace learning, training, licenses,
and certificates for credit.

Academic challenge evaluators Faculty or academic personnel who provides direct
assessment of student learning captured in the
challenge procedures.
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